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THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT PARTIALLY UPHOLDS THE 
GOVERNMENT'S APPEAL AGAINST THE BASQUE REGULATION 

PROHIBITING “FRACKING”  
 
 

          The Plenary Session of the Constitutional Court has ruled to partially uphold the 
appeal on the grounds of unconstitutionality lodged by the Government against several precepts 
of the so-called “anti-fracking law” of the Basque Country (Autonomous Region of the Basque 
Country Law 6/2015, of 30 June, on additional environmental protection measures for the 
extraction of non-conventional hydrocarbons and hydraulic fracturing). The Court declares article 
3 of this law unconstitutional and void as it exceeds the competence of autonomous regions to 
establish “additional protection regulations” in relation to the environment; this also applies to a 
section in article 2 that, when interpreted along with other precepts that were not challenged, 
could lead to an infringement on the principle of territoriality on the part of the Autonomous Region. 
Within the judgment, Magistrate Judge Ricardo Enríquez acted as rapporteur. The judgment 
includes the dissenting opinion of Magistrate Judge Fernando Valdés Dal-Ré, to which Magistrate 
Judge Cándido Conde-Pumpido and Magistrate Judge María Luisa Balaguer also subscribed. 

 
          To resolve this appeal, the Court applied the doctrine that was established in four 

judgments referring to regional regulation of the technique of hydraulic fracturing in Cantabria 
(Constitutional Court Judgment 106/2014), La Rioja (Constitutional Court Judgment 134/2014), 
Navarre (Constitutional Court Judgment 208/2014) and Catalonia (Constitutional Court Judgment 
73/2016). 

 
          As a result, article 3 of the challenged regulation, which amends the Land and Urban 

Planning Law of the Basque Country, is declared void and unconstitutional. The judgment points 
out that the aforementioned precept has the same content as the “anti-fracking law” of Catalonia, 
which has already been declared void by the Court. 

 
          With regards to the Basque law, as was the case with the Catalonian law, the Court 

outlined that the competence of autonomous regions to establish “additional protection 
regulations” in relation to the environment does not take in “an absolute or unconditional ban” on 
fracking, as prohibition of such nature “contravenes, in an unacceptable manner”, State law 
governing the hydrocarbon sector, which approves the use of this technique. Regional 
competence to establish additional protection regulations in relation to the environment enables 
autonomous regions to impose, in terms of the bestowal of authorisations and licences, “requisites 
and taxes” not envisaged in State legislation; however, such further requirements must be 
“reasonable and proportionate in terms of the proposed objective” and may not alter the primary 
legislation governing the energy and mining sector.   

 
          The judgment concludes that, whilst the challenged Basque regulation does not 

place “an absolute or unconditional ban” on fracking, it does contain provisions that “reduce, 
hinder or impede the efficacy” of primary State legislation, rendering them incompatible with one 
another. This is the result of the “vagueness” of the “criteria outlined” in the regional regulation. 



As a result, article 3 is declared unconstitutional and void. 
 
          The same applies to the first transitory provision, which establishes the transitory 

rules of article 3, to which it expressly refers. 
 
          The Court also declares the section in article 2 entitled “methane hydrates buried in 

the sea” unconstitutional and void. The Court takes the view that, applied in conjunction with other 
precepts within the regulation that were not subject to challenge, this would enable the Basque 
Autonomous Region to extend the exercise of its competencies to territorial waters and the 
seabed, which do not form part of its territory. This would represent a violation of the principle of 
territoriality. 

 
          The appeal is also directed against article 5 of the law, which amends Basque 

regulations concerning waters. In this case, the judgment takes the view that the precept respects 
State environmental legislation, with which it coincides, having the aim of protecting waters and 
public water resources via the progressive reduction of pollution and the establishment of 
measures to prevent further pollution. 
 

          Moreover, article 5 does not violate State competence to establish primary 
legislation governing the energy and mining sector. Indeed, as the judgment indicates, the precept 
does not enforce a general prohibition taking in the entire territory of the Autonomous Regions of 
the Basque Country (but rather, 37 percent, according to the map of its aquifers); nor does it 
impose a “general and unconditional” prohibition, given that it envisages individualised evaluation 
of each of the aquifers of the Autonomous Region and prohibits fracking only in those that “have 
been declared to be highly, or extremely highly, at risk of pollution”. 
 

          Finally, the Court affirms that it is not an unreasonable or disproportionate regulation 
in terms of the objective sought, as primary State laws concerning the environment contain 
“similar measures for protection and prevention in relation to underground waters (…)”. 
 

          The judgment also rejects the appeal in relation to article 6 (which enables the 
authorities and civil servants of the autonomous region to order “an altered situation to be returned 
to its original state”); and in relation to the second transitory provision (which establishes the 
transitory rules of article 4, which was not challenged). 
 

          In their dissenting opinion, Valdés, Conde-Pumpido and Balaguer disagree in part 
with the arguments and ruling of the judgment, more specifically, in relation to article 3 of the 
challenged regulation. They maintain that the judgment fails to consider that this precept refers 
“to what is laid down in the instruments of environmental management”, which would have 
required approaching analysis from the perspective of competence for environmental protection 
and would have led to the rejection of this point within the appeal.  
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